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Betty’s Bits
And another year has gone by. Hard to believe GOA
will celebrate its 19th year this coming August.
We begin this growing season with so many new
member/clients that I have lost count. 97 percent of
the applicants are new to organics. I don’t think we
can call ourselves a niche market any more.
I send our sincere and abject apologies to those we
have yet to get reviewed. Everyone is working 7 days
a week. We have every hope and intention to move
things faster this year. Our new final review staff is
getting better and Jodi is working 7 days a week,
between training them and reviewing your files.

email: goaorg@centurylink.net

Certification Director: Jodi Snyder
Japanese Coordinator: Yoshiko Tuttle
Certification Specialist: Jenny Auflick, Kathy Morrison

manner.
We have had several of you visit us, some to get
answers to questions, some to confirm that your OSP’s
are complete and a few just to say, Hi; – and then we
have a cup of coffee or hot chocolate. We welcome
you all. And we always like to put a face to a voice; it
is a great experience for all of us.
Thank you for your continued faith and support!!!
Best to all, Betty

It has been a very mild winter here, so far. Plowing in
the morning has kept the lane clear for incoming and
outgoing traffic. I think once it had to be cleared in the
late afternoon. I am really hoping we don’t pay for this
with 6-7 inches of snow in May!!! I know at least one
Amish farmer that will be here yelling at me if we do.
My steers are in the freezer, and yes, I do miss them. It
was kind of hard to send them off. But they got lots of
cookies and cuddles while they were here.
I have to warn those of you who can’t seem to get your
renewal documents in to us, we cannot continue to
have inspections in the snow. We will really be pushing
you to get your renewal OSP back to us in a timely
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members and associates. The editor is happy to hear comments and
suggestions: Phil Fry; 5370 N. Elm Tree Rd.; Conover, OH 45317;
(937) 362-4493 pfryohio@gmail.com
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2016 HOLIDAY CLOSING SCHEDULE FOR GOA
IMPORTANT REMINDER:
Fri, 25 Mar
Mon, 30 May
Mon, 4 Jul
Mon 5 Sep
Thu, 24 Nov
Fri, 25 Nov
Fri, 23 Dec
Mon, 26 Dec
Fri, 30 Dec
Mon, 2 Jan

GOOD FRIDAY
MEMORIAL DAY
INDEPENDENCE DAY
LABOR DAY
THANKSGIVING
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY
HALF DAY, CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY
HALF DAY-NEW YEARS HOLIDAY
NEW YEARS HOLIDAY

We are still having issues with suppliers unwilling to
provide us with the documentation required to support
compliance for inputs. It is important that you get this
information BEFORE you purchase a product that you
plan to use. They should be willing to give you the
required documents/information for compliance or to at
least work with GOA directly. The old adage is still in
force: WHEN IN DOUBT, GO WITHOUT.

Marketing Organic Products
[A recent contact to GOA wanted to tell producers, through our newsletter, about a new marketing tool they offer; the
company name is Localize. This made me realize that we have not offered many articles on marketing in the past. So now
we have the following article to give an overview of marketing options for your organic products and, following that, a
short description of the new marketing tool offered by Localize. Since the article on marketing was too long for this
newsletter, I cut it severely, leaving out several useful parts. Please refer to
http://articles.extension.org/pages/18381/direct-marketing-channels-strategy-for-organic-products
for the complete article along with links to resources and tips.
Like me, you are probably very familiar with the idea of “local markets,” but there is also the notion of “localizing”
markets, which was new to me. I made a quick review of its use and found that it can be used in very different, even
opposite senses. There are international marketing organizations that use the term “localize” to refer to making your
product appear local, i.e. to look familiar in a foreign place – useful if you offer your product in another country. It
includes proper translations into another language and other like adjustments so that your product does not seem strange
to a foreigner. More often, “localize” pertains to producing and marketing food locally. -Ed.]

Direct Marketing Channels & Strategy for Organic Products
Garry Stephenson
5 Nov 2015
Farmers approach direct marketing in a variety of ways using single or multiple channels. The goal generally is to develop
a strategy to sell all the product they produce. This can be through one marketing channel or several. Farms may also add
additional direct market channels as the business grows. For instance, many farmers begin with selling through a farmers’
market or a roadside stand. As the business grows they can add other direct channels such as a CSA, grocery or restaurant
sales. Direct sales channels for specific crops or a segment of a crop may be combined with wholesale channels. The
options are nearly endless.
There are many approaches to farm direct marketing. Some have been around for decades others are have been developed
more recently. The most common types of direct marketing are:
Community Supported Agriculture—CSA
Community supported agriculture is a relatively recent and innovative concept that is intended to create a relationship
between farmers and consumers wherein risks and bounties are shared. CSA customers buy shares for a season by paying
a fee in advance. In return, they receive a regular (in most cases weekly) selection of food. Having cash in advance of the
growing season and a regular customer following provide financial security for farmers. The regular supply of food grown
on the farm provide nutritional security and a sense of community for customers. On some farms, get-togethers with
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customers or workdays are part of the agreement. In its purest form, customers share in the risk of low production and
crop failures, as well as any abundance, by receiving less or more food. This aspect has seen a variety of adaptations on
CSA farms.
Generally, families pay about $400 to $600 per share. Operating a CSA requires excellent crop management skills to
provide attractive and diverse weekly food baskets, as well as good customer service. CSA can be integrated with
farmers’ market sales and other techniques. It has been an excellent start-up strategy for many small organic farms,
providing crucial cash flow at the beginning of the growing season and allowing farmers to “boot strap” their way into
farming.
Farmers’ Markets
A farmers’ market is a place where a number of growers assemble on a particular day to sell farm products directly to
consumers. The sites are often parking lots, streets closed during the market, parks, etc. Farmers at these markets sell
their products from “stands” that may consist of the back of a farm truck or a simple tabletop to elaborate and attractive
covered displays.
Farmers generally receive retail prices or higher for their products. Start up costs for becoming involved in a farmers’
market can be very inexpensive—just a stall fee in some instances. Because of the low start up investment, farmers’
markets can provide a low risk setting for new farmers or an opportunity to try out new products. Many farmers
participate in more than one market to increase their sales.
Farmers’ markets also provide the opportunity to build a customer base. Some farms advertise other outlets for buying
their products (other farm direct marketing methods, or retail stores for instance).
U-Pick Farms
U-Pick or Pick-Your-Own farms grow crops specifically to be harvested by customers. In this manner, the task of picking
the crop, one of the higher costs of growing fruits and vegetables, is passed on to customers. U-Pick farms have
traditionally appealed to families who do home canning. There continues to be an interest by families in picking produce
for fresh use and, in some instances, having their children experience where their food comes from. As with many direct
marketing techniques, U-Pick operations can be blended with other marketing techniques such as roadside markets,
farmers’ markets, and so on.
Farm Stands
Farm stands or markets are structures of some type from which the farm’s products are sold. They can range in
sophistication from a stand with a coffee can for purchases by honor system to a building with refrigerated storage and
several employees. They tend to be located on the farm, often on a well-traveled road with good access and parking. They
can operate seasonally or all year and focus on one product or a full line of products. Roadside markets usually charge
near retail prices. Given that farm stands or markets are structures, they are subject to local building codes and highway
setback regulations.
Restaurants
Many farms are now marketing directly to restaurants providing the specific products and the high quality that chefs are
demanding. Many restaurants cultivate relationships with farms even noting the farm name and its product on their menu.
These restaurants serve a niche of customers who find high quality food produced locally appealing. Supporting local
farms is a philosophical goal for these restaurants.
Similar opportunities for farm direct sales are to institutions that serve food to large or “captive” groups such as:
Hospitals
Retirement and nursing facilities
More
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Farm to School and Institutions
Agritourism
Agritourism appeals to customers who have a desire to visit a farm and experience its activities. As Americans lose family
ties with agriculture, many are interested in maintaining some sort of contact with farming; especially for their children.
This is a theme with most types of direct marketing but is a key feature of agritourism. There are a variety of approaches.
On-farm bed and breakfasts allow overnight stays to relax in a bucolic atmosphere or, in some instances, work on the
farm. The concept of “farm stays,” popular in Europe, is catching on in the U.S. Hay rides to gather Halloween pumpkins
or Christmas trees and other family-oriented activities are popular on farms. Other activities such as cattle drives attract
customers who are willing to pay to experience a celebrated part of our past and present. Agritourism and entertainment
techniques can work in both urbanized areas and very rural areas. As with many direct marketing techniques, people skills
are crucial.
Online Marketing
The internet provides a convenient method to advertise the farm business, sell products, and communicate with customers.
Most households have access to the internet in their homes. This is a potentially large market for specialty farm products.
Farms may advertise on the internet by developing their own web sites or by participating in web-based farm directories.
Farm homepages are an effective means for informing customers of products the farm grows, when they are available, and
how to obtain them. Related blogs report on-farm or family activities. A farm may offer details on its CSA or identify
which farmers’ markets it sells at. These types of web pages allow customers to see the farm and the people who work
there. This enhances the personal aspect of farm direct marketing that many people find appealing. There are also
opportunities for sales via the internet. Value-added or even fresh food products may be shipped to customers throughout
the country. The internet is a quick and easy method for communicating with established customers. The latest
information on product availability, farm news, and other information may be distributed to customers through an email
list.






[The tool below is another option from those mentioned in the above article. GOA is not recommending this company, but
letting farmers and producers know this marketing tool is available. If you decide to try it out, please let us know about
your experience. - Ed.]
"The organization Localize was born from one simple question: Where does our food come from?
Since 2011, Localize has been providing shoppers with the story behind their food by highlighting local products on
grocery store shelves. Localize is now a comprehensive food data collection company. They compile geographic and
socially-relevant data from small- to large-scale food producers and display it on the shelf-edge at participating retailers.
Their interactive shelf labels are designed to inform shoppers of the story behind the food producer’s business, enabling
them to make more informed food purchases while supporting their local economy. Localize labels also provide a
competitive advantage for products as they are proven to increase sales by nearly 10 per cent.
As a food producer, getting involved is easy. Sign up for a free Localize profile at:
http://www.localizeyourfood.com/food-producers, and enter information about your business and products. They will
then generate your shelf labels at grocery stores they partner with throughout the US.
If you are not selling to retailers they currently work with, no problem! Through their Sourcing Portal, your products will
be showcased to grocers looking to add more local products in their stores."
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NEWS FROM GOA AND BEYOND
[Ed Note: I get much of the material for this section of the Organic Consumers Association (OCA) at http://www.organicconsumers.org/
and The Cornucopia Institute at http://www.cornucopia.org/]

What You Need to Know about the Corporate Shift to
Cage-Free Eggs
Anna Roth
28 Jan 2016
Last week, Target, Denny’s, and Taco John’s vowed to start
using cage-free eggs. The week before it was ConAgra,
Mondelez International, and Norwegian Cruise Lines.
Spurred by consumer demand and pressure from animal
welfare advocates like the Humane Society of the United
States (HSUS), these pledges are part of a recent landslide
from more than 35 companies committing to using 100
percent cage-free eggs in the next five to 10 years.

Initiative 522, would have made Washington the first state
to require special labels for groceries containing genetically
modified ingredients, or GMOs.
Just weeks before Election Day, Washington Attorney
General Bob Ferguson sued the Grocery Manufacturers
Association (GMA), a trade group representing several of
the initiative's corporate opponents, which became the single
largest donor to the "No on 522" campaign.
"The crux of this case is transparency," Ferguson said in a
statement. "GMA intentionally shielded from public scrutiny
the true identity of the companies who donated millions of
dollars to this campaign - it was flagrant violation of state
law."

It’s one of the most interesting cases of corporate peer
pressure in recent times.
“This is going to be a case study in business school,” says
Michael Liburn, a professor in the Poultry Research Center
at Ohio State University. “It’s completely market-driven.”
Animal welfare is increasingly becoming a concern for large
food corporations as consumers demand more transparency
in their food system. Nearly 70 percent of companies
globally now have published animal welfare policies on their
websites, up from 46 percent in 2012, according to the
annual Business Benchmark on Farm Animal Welfare
(BBFAW).
Read more: https://www.organicconsumers.org/news/what-you-needknow-about-corporate-shift-cage-free-eggs


Opponents of GMO Labeling Could Face Tough
Penalties in Dark Money Case
Mike Ludwig
27 Jan 2016
Washington State's attorney general has asked a court to
penalize a trade group accused of breaking the state's
campaign finance disclosure laws by shielding major food
companies' donations to opponents of a 2013 GMO foodlabeling ballot initiative.
As Truthout reported, voters rejected the statewide initiative
by a slim margin after companies such as Monsanto, Pepsi,
Kraft and Syngenta contributed millions of dollars to the
opponents' campaign, which set a state record for money
spent against a ballot initiative. The failed ballot measure,

Two days after the state filed suit in 2013, the GMA agreed
to register with Washington's campaign finance office and
voluntarily disclose its sources, revealing that processed
food companies such as Nestle, Coca-Cola and Pepsi had
each quietly spent $1 million or more to defeat the initiative.
Other major donors included ConAgra, Cargill and
Campbell Soup Company.
Read more: https://www.organicconsumers.org/news/opponents-gmolabeling-could-face-tough-penalties-dark-money-case


Monsanto Slammed for Violating European Patent Law
for GMO Melon
Lorraine Chow
27 Jan 2016
The European Patent Office has revoked a false patent on
genetically modified (GMO) melons held by Monsanto, the
world’s largest seed company, after a Jan. 20 public hearing
in Munich, Germany.
The Europe-based coalition No Patents on Seeds
spearheaded the opposition. According to a press release
from the organization, Monsanto claimed that melons with a
natural resistance to plant viruses was its own invention
even though the resistance was already detected in
indigenous melon varieties in India.
As the The Hindu explained:
Melons have a natural resistance to certain plant viruses. In
the case of Cucurbit Yellow Stunting Disorder virus
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(CYSDV)—which has been spreading through North
America, Europe and North Africa for several years—
certain melons are known to be naturally resistant to it.
Using conventional breeding methods, this type of resistance
was introduced from an Indian melon to other melons and
has now been patented as a Monsanto “invention.”
Opponents feared that by arming itself with this patent
—”closterovirus-resistant melon plants,” or EP1962578,
issued May 2011—the St. Louis-based agribusiness “could
block access to all breeding material inheriting the virus
resistance derived from the Indian melon,” The Hindu
reported.
No Patents on Seeds argued that Monsanto’s patent was
awarded to the company even though European patent law
does not allow patents on plant varieties and processes for
conventional breeding.
“The patent was based on essentially biological processes
for breeding and claimed plant varieties. This was a clear
violation of European patent law,” said No Patents on Seeds
coordinator Christoph Then in a statement.
He added that revocation of the patent was “a huge
success,” however, “politicians need to make sure that laws
are applied properly and prohibitions are no longer ignored.”
Not only that, the melon’s natural resistance to closterovirus
has already been catalogued for several decades before
Monsanto stepped in. As FruitNet.com observed: “The gene
responsible for this resistance was first found in a melon
plant in India catalogued in 1961, the [European Patent
Office] conceded, and plant containing that gene have been
publicly available since 1966.”
Read more: https://www.organicconsumers.org/news/monsantoslammed-violating-european-patent-law-gmo-melon
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cameloids and wildebeest have grazed the grasslands of the
world for millions of years. The American prairies once
supported greater numbers of bison than they now do cattle,
despite the intensive corn and soy production that feeds
them.
Methane emissions from wild ruminants was never a
problem because nature does not permit waste — the
methane was used as food for methanotrophic bacteria in
the soil and neutralised. It was never a problem until
agricultural practices started destroying these
methanotrophic bacteria, which are very sensitive to
chemical fertilisers and herbicides. These bacteria reactivate
in biologically managed soil.
However, methane is not the whole picture. When the
contribution of livestock to soil carbon sequestration is
taken into account it is easy to see that ruminants do not
increase greenhouse gases if they are managed well.
Grassland soils are the greatest sequesters of carbon —
greater than forests. In the top one metre of soils in
temperate grasslands there is an average of 236 tonnes of
carbon, compared to 96 in temperate forest soils and 80 in
cropland.
Grasslands need animals to stay healthy. Grasslands, when
they are well managed with rotational grazing and adequate
recovery time — as they are by wild herds and by shepherds,
cowherds and goatherds and a rising number of graziers —
pump carbon into the soil. Poorly managed, set stocked and
overgrazed pastures lose carbon. It is not the animals that
do the damage, it is the way they are managed.
The roots of grasses pump up to 40% of the carbohydrates
they manufacture into the soil to feed microbial populations,
which, in turn, release locked up nutrients from the soil that
the grasses can use.

Alan Broughton
16 Jan 2016

The most important of these microbes are mycorrhizal fungi,
which invade the plant roots and through their mycelium
networks effectively enlarge the root foraging area of the
grasses tenfold, enabling the grassland to survive droughts.
A by-product of this process is the formation of humus, the
stable form of soil carbon.

Cattle and sheep are blamed for contributing to greenhouse
gases, belching out methane, and farmers in the future are
likely to be taxed because of it.

However, the mycorrhizae are decimated by nitrate and
phosphate fertilisers, herbicides and fungicides and become
inactive in non-biologically managed soil.

The recent Green Left Weekly climate change liftout [issue
#1078] calls for a drastic reduction in sheep and cattle
numbers. There is a TV advertisement, urging people to “go
vego to save the planet”. This is a gross misunderstanding of
the ruminant carbon cycle.

Research at Strathfieldsaye Estate, an organic beef
producing farm in Gippsland, has shown that over a period
of four years of planned grazing, soil carbon levels have
risen by 20-30% in the topsoil and 200% in the subsoil. This
system, which many farmers are taking up, is sequestering
large amounts of atmospheric carbon.

Ruminants and Methane: Not the Fault of the Animals

Ruminants have always emitted methane; it is not something
new. Huge herds of wild buffalo, cattle, goats, sheep, deer,
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Lot feeding of cattle is an entirely different matter. The
production of corn, soy and grains to feed the cattle is
destructive of soil carbon, because of the ploughing that
destroys soil organic matter, the nitrate fertilisers that burn it
up, and the land clearing, particularly in Latin America, that
is done to plant these feed crops.
There is also a huge loss from nitrate fertilisers of nitrous
oxide into the atmosphere. Nitrous oxide is 300 times more
potent as a greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide.
Lot feeding is an irresponsible farming activity not only for
carbon destruction reasons. It is highly inefficient and
produces poor quality meat. It takes at least five kilograms
of grain protein to produce one kilogram of meat protein,
and 40% of the world's grain harvest is fed to livestock.
Cattle are not naturally grain eaters, and being forced to eat
grain damages their internal organs and invites diseases that
have to be treated with antibiotics to keep the animals alive.
Cattle, goats and sheep convert cellulose that we cannot
digest to milk and meat that we can, and sheep produce
wool. Well managed, they take carbon out of the
atmosphere and place it in the soil. They make otherwise
unproductive areas fertile.
Livestock are an essential part of any ecosystem — there is
not a natural land ecosystem in the world that is devoid of
animals. Under organic standards all farmers must have
livestock as part of their productive system, and so they
should, to process crop wastes and activate the soil.
We need more cattle and sheep in Australia, not fewer.
Many cropping areas have dispensed totally with sheep and
replaced the role of sheep in weed management with
herbicides and nitrates, the great destroyers of soil carbon.
For sustainable agriculture the animals have to be brought
back.
There is absolutely no justification for grass-fed livestock
producers to be penalised under carbon trading, or for
environmental organisations to call for stock reductions.
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that more than half of consumers usually seek out products
with a "natural" food label, often in the false belief that
they’re produced without genetically modified organisms,
hormones, pesticides, or artificial ingredients.
In fact, for processed foods, that term has no clear meaning
and is not regulated by any agency. That’s why we
petitioned the Food and Drug Administration in 2014 to ban
the use of “natural” on labeling so that shoppers aren’t
misled. (We have also asked the Department of Agriculture
to ban the use of “natural” on meat and poultry because it is
currently not well-defined or meaningful.)
The FDA has responded by asking the public to comment on
how the word “natural” should—or should not—be used on
food labels, citing Consumer Reports’ petition as one of the
reasons it’s taking that important step. The more than 4,000
comments the agency had received when we went to press
illustrate the confusion and frustration many people feel
when faced with the natural labeling found on store shelves
now. You can make your own comment on the FDA's
website or sign a new Consumer Reports' petition to fix the
natural label. We'll be submitting that petition to the FDA.
“The use of the word ‘natural’ is a deceptive marketing ploy
to reel in unaware consumers. People are led to believe it is
the same as ‘organic,’ which it surely is not,” wrote one
Florida resident.
For foods regulated by the FDA, we believe the “natural”
label should be reserved for foods that are organic and
contain no artificial ingredients. We also believe verification
should be required to ensure that foods labeled “natural”
truly meet that definition, like the process currently used for
the term “organic,” Rangan says.
But some in the food industry oppose labeling changes. For
instance, the Grocery Manufacturers Association filed a
petition with the FDA arguing that the agency should
continue to allow the natural label to be used on products
containing GMOs.
Read more: https://www.organicconsumers.org/news/peeling-backnatural-food-label

Read more: https://www.organicconsumers.org/news/ruminants-and-
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Peeling Back the 'Natural' Food Label
Andrea Rock
27 Jan 2016
Do you ever buy one brand of cereal, chips, or juice over
another because you see “natural” on the label and assume
it’s better? Sure you do, and you have plenty of company. A
recent Consumer Reports survey1 of 1,005 adults found

8 Battleground States in the GMO Food Labeling Fight
Lorraine Chow
29 Jan 2016
As the food fight over the labeling of genetically modified
organisms (GMOs) stalls in Congress, state-level GMO
mandates are gaining steam. At least 30 states have
introduced some type of legislation in recent years, including
three states—Connecticut, Maine and Vermont—that have
actually passed GMO labeling mandates.
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With the food transparency movement escalating
nationwide, there are at least eight states to keep on our
radar, according to Politico’s Morning Agriculture blog.
1. New York Legislators have introduced nearly 70 bills
since 2011 related to GMOs. The bills cover everything
from the labeling of vaccines containing GMOs to
prohibiting the sale of GMO salmon to the labeling food and
seeds.
2. Maine Last week, lawmakers debated a bill that would
free the state from its 2014 law that requires four
contiguous states—Vermont, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire and Connecticut—to also enact label laws before
triggering their own.
“We want to remove the contingencies to free Maine to act
on its own,” the bill’s sponsor, Rep. Michelle Dunphy (DOld Town) told the Bangor Daily News.
The bill was tabled and will resurface in a work session later
this legislative session.
3. Massachusetts A bill was introduced last September that
would require that all foods sold in the state containing
GMOs be clearly labeled. According to MA Right to Know,
155 out of 200 state legislators, including 126 from the
House of Representatives and 29 from the Senate have
signed on as co-sponsors to the labeling bill in 2015. The bill
is currently sitting with the Joint Committee on
Environment, Natural Resources and Agriculture.
4. Rhode Island Lawmakers are considering at least three
bills that would require GMO foods to be labeled. Politico
reports that the first bill requires all food businesses with
more than $500,000 of gross sales to post signs informing
consumers of GMO food products unless it is already
labeled. The second measure requires milk and milk
products from genetically engineered animals or that contain
a GMO ingredient to carry a label. The third measure would
require all GMO products be labeled by Jan. 1, 2017.
5. Florida Following years of grassroots campaigning, state
Senator Maria Sachs and state Rep. Michelle Rehwinkel
Vasilinda have introduced three GMO labeling bills in
Florida: Senate bills SB 1700 and SB 1708, and House bill
HB 1369, Natural Society reported. The bills require
labeling of GMO foods and raw agricultural commodities,
and require the state to provide lists of raw agricultural
commodities at high risk or potentially at risk for cultivation
in a genetically engineered form. The two have campaigned
heavily for GMO labeling for the past three years.
6. Alaska The state already requires the labeling of GMO
salmon, and now the state is weighing a measure that would
ban the sale of any GMO fish or fish product in the state and
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another resolution that would disapprove of the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration’s (FDA) approval of
AquAdvantage salmon, Politico reported. U.S. Senator Lisa
Murkowski has long been vehemently opposed the FDA’s
controversial decision and recently threatened to block the
appointment of the next FDA commissioner, Dr. Robert
Califf, because of it.
7. Missouri Two bills related to labeling genetically
engineered foods have been introduced in the Missouri
legislature. The first requires the labeling of GMO foods.
The second calls for the use of science-based data to assess
and regulate of modern agricultural technologies. Right to
Know Missouri cited a poll taken in Missouri that indicated
91.1 percent of people supported enacting a GMO labeling
law.
8. New Jersey The bill to label genetically engineered foods
would require products to be labeled six months following
enactment of the measure. The state Senate is set to
consider this legislation.
Read more: http://ecowatch.com/2016/01/29/gmo-food-labeling-fight/

Food Industry Mounts Last-Ditch Effort to Block State
GMO Labeling Laws
Jim Spencer
24 Jan 2016
WASHINGTON – The nation’s food and farm industries
are mounting a furious, last-ditch push against mandatory
labeling of foods made with genetically modified organisms,
or GMOs, with dozens of Minnesota businesses backing the
effort as part of a national coalition.
With Vermont set to become the first state in the country to
force GMO labels on foods on July 1, opponents of onpackage labeling are running out of time.
Supporters of labeling laws say consumers have a right to
know what’s in the food they eat. But food and farm
interests counter that labels cast a stigma on genetically
engineered foods that have not been proven to be less
healthy than organic alternatives.
A publicity blitz against labeling includes a six-figure
campaign that is running ads in prime time on network and
cable TV in and around the nation’s capital.
The Coalition for Safe Affordable Food, funder of the ad
campaign, is “working urgently with Congress to pass a
national uniform labeling standard and stand up against onpackage labeling of GMOs,” said spokeswoman Claire
Parker.
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Food coalition members include Moorhead-based American
Crystal Sugar, the Southern Minnesota Beet Sugar
Cooperative and a long list of Minnesota and national trade
groups representing the state’s massive dairy, corn, egg and
turkey growing interests, as well as food giants like General
Mills, Land O’Lakes and Hormel.
The food and farm interests do not just want Congress to
pass uniform labeling legislation that supplants all state laws
with a national standard. It wants that national standard to
virtually eliminate mandatory on-package GMO labels like
those Vermont would require.
Read more: https://www.organicconsumers.org/news/food-industrymounts-last-ditch-effort-block-state-gmo-labeling-laws


Monsanto on Trial for Crimes against Human Health
and the Environment in the International People's
Court
22 Jan 2016
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rescinded the standards for the grassfed marketing claim.
These were the minimal standards behind the grassfed label
found on meat sold wholesale or retail. The reasons for the
rescission are somewhat unclear, but according to AMS
representatives, they have reinterpreted their authority and
decided that developing and maintaining marketing
standards does not fit within their agency.
Once again, consumers lose out on transparency and an
understanding of what they’re buying. Grassfed has always
been a source of some confusion, but now, with no common
standards underpinning it, consumers will find it increasingly
difficult to trust the grassfed label. Like other mostly
meaningless label terms like natural, cage-free, and freerange, grassfed will become just another feel-good
marketing ploy used by the major meatpackers to dupe
consumers into buying mass-produced, grain-fed, feedlot
meat.
Read more: https://www.organicconsumers.org/news/facts-about-usdasams-grassfed-marketing-claim-recission


IFOAM – Organics International, the Organic Consumers
Association (OCA), Navdanya, Regeneration International
(RI) and Millions Against Monsanto have been joined by
dozens of global food, farming and environmental justice
groups to put Monsanto on trial for crimes against nature
and humanity, and ecocide, October 15-16, 2016, The
Hague, Netherlands.
Relying on the “Guiding Principles on Business and Human
Rights” adopted by the UN in 2011, an international court
of lawyers and judges will assess the potential criminal
liability of Monsanto for damages inflicted on human health
and the environment. The court will also rely on the Rome
Statute that created the International Criminal Court in The
Hague in 2002, and it will consider whether to reform
international criminal law to include crimes against the
environment, or ecocide, as a prosecutable criminal offense.
The International Criminal Court, established in 2002 in The
Hague, has determined that prosecuting ecocide as a
criminal offense is the only way to guarantee the rights of
humans to a healthy environment and the right of nature to
be protected.

Denmark Is on Its Way to Becoming an Organic
Country
29 Jan 2016
Imagine a organic country. Does this seem possible or
realistic? In the United States, where only 1 percent of U.S.
farmland is certified organic, this may seem like a far-away
dream. But in Denmark, this vision is much closer to reality.
First of all, people in Denmark have a great appreciation for
organic food. Their country’s national organic brand has
been in business for 25 years, making it one of the oldest
organic brands in the world.
Plus, the Danish government is working in multiple ways to
convert the entire country’s agriculture into organic and
sustainable farming. Last year, they released an ambitious,
67-point plan to double organic farming, and to serve more
organic food in the nation’s public institutions by 2020.
Read more: https://www.organicconsumers.org/news/denmark-its-waybecoming-organic-country



Read more: https://www.organicconsumers.org/news/monsanto-trialcrimes-against-human-health-and-environment-international-peoples-court


The Facts about the USDA's AMS Grassfed Marketing
Claim Recission
Cornucopia Institute
21 Jan 2016
On January 12, USDA’s Agricultural Marketing Service

Wider Stream Buffers Sought for Southwest Oregon
Mark Freeman
25 Jan 2016
Advocates for wild fish and clean water want the state's top
environmental managers to apply new Oregon Department
of Forestry rules that expand streamside riparian protection
rules on Western Oregon's private and commercial
forestlands to southwest Oregon.
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Forrest English, program director for Ashland-based Rogue
Riverkeeper, said Gov. Kate Brown or the state
Environmental Quality Commission should step in and enact
wider no-cut buffers to shade fish-bearing streams and
provide other benefits for wild salmon and other inhabitants.
Most fish-bearing streams will see the no-cut boundary
extended from 20 feet to as much as 80 feet on each side on
private and commercial forestland regulated by ODF.
English said data provided to the board show that extending
buffers to 120 feet will ensure streams meet water-quality
standards.
Read more: https://www.organicconsumers.org/news/wider-streambuffers-sought-southwest-oregon


China's Organic Food Boom Driven by Personal,
Rather than Environmental, Concern
24 Jan 2016
If the polluted air doesn't get you, the poisoned food just
might.
With stories of tainted products breaking in the media with
monotonous regularity, food-safety scandals are all too
familiar to mainlanders. The list is long and terrifying:
thousands of dead pigs found floating in Shanghai's
Huangpu River; watermelons pumped full of growth
hormones spontaneously combusting; the heavy metal
cadmium in rice; toxic melamine in infant formula; arsenic in
soy sauce; bleach in mushrooms; detergent in pork …
Buying food, breathing air, drinking water; all these
necessities have become increasingly risky for Chinese
consumers - many of whom have benefited from the decades
of rapid development that precipitated the current state of
affairs.
Nevertheless, an increasingly educated and well-off middle
class is driving a trend for sustainable and organic products
in the country, says Shaun Rein, managing director of
market research firm CMR China. Such products are seen as
not only healthier but also symbols of wealth that are ripe
for the flaunting.
Zhao Quanjing, a 30-year-old Shanghai high school teacher,
says, "In China, people who are interested in these products
are from a higher socio-economic group, because, of course,
the goods are more expensive. Also parents, who have to
consider the health of their children, will buy the more
expensive products."
Read more: https://www.organicconsumers.org/news/chinas-organicfood-boom-driven-personal-rather-environmental-concern

Action Alerts

Final Guidance on National Organic Program Provides
Clarity for Farmers and Certifiers
19 Jan 2016
Preservation of natural resources and the promotion of
biodiversity and animal welfare are core principals of
organic production. In order to support these principals and
help farmers and certifiers to comply with organic
requirements, the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
National Organic Program (NOP) released its final
guidance, Guidance on Biodiversity and Conservation, on
Friday, January 15.
NOP regulations state that organic operations must
“maintain or improve the natural resources of the operation,
including soil and water quality,” as well as “initiate
practices to support biodiversity and avoid, to the extent
practicable, any activities that would diminish it.” The latest
guidance from NOP offers useful examples of conservation
activities that organic and transitioning-to-organic producers
can use to meet natural resource and biodiversity
conservation requirements. It also clarifies the roles of the
producer and the certifier in meeting these requirements.
Wild Farm Alliance (WFA), an NSAC member organization,
wrote the initial text of the guidance and was instrumental in
providing technical expertise to NOP during the drafting
process.
“We applaud NOP for clearly stating that certified
operations are required to implement measures that support
natural resources and biodiversity conservation, not just soil
and water quality, which was the problematic misconception
from the start,” said Wild Farm Alliance Executive Director
Jo Ann Baumgartner. “Soil and water regulations have been
addressed consistently by most operations and certifiers in
the past, and now with this final guidance, there will be a
uniform method for implementation of the natural resources
and biodiversity conservation regulations by all.”
Read more: https://www.organicconsumers.org/news/final-guidancenational-organic-program-provides-clarity-farmers-and-certifiers

To Feed the World, Tap Into Organic's Potential: Study
'It’s not just a matter of producing enough, but making
agriculture environmentally friendly and making sure
that food gets to those who need it.'
Andrea Germanos, Common Dreams
4 Feb 2016
A new review of four decades of science has come to this
conclusion: organic agriculture has a key role to play in
feeding the world.
To analyze the body of research, author John Reganold,
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In terms of productivity, they found that organic yields
averaged 10 to 20 percent less than conventional—but that's
not always the case.
"In severe drought conditions, which are expected to
increase with climate change, organic farms have the
potential to produce high yields because of the higher waterholding capacity of organically farmed soils," Reganold said.
On environmental impact, organic agriculture, which now
accounts for one percent of global agricultural land, is the
winner, as it supports more biodiversity, creates less water
pollution and greenhouse gases, and is more energy
efficient. On top of that, organically managed soils can hold
more carbon and can reduce erosion.
Comparing the two using the economic metric, organic is
the winner again, because consumers are willing to pay
more. And while both approaches have drawbacks in terms
of the social well-being metric, organic still has the edge
because of less exposure to chemicals for communities and
farm workers.
Read more: http://www.commondreams.org/news/2016/02/04/feedworld-tap-organics-potential-study



Lundgren’s work focuses on the relationship between
cropping systems and insects. He is the author of a study,
published in the scientific journal “The Science of Nature,”
on how corn seeds coated with clothianidin, a neonic,
continue to negatively impact milkweed plants months after
the seeds are planted. Milkweed is essential to the survival
of the monarch butterfly.
After that study appeared, and after Lundgren shared results
of the study and other of his research efforts, including those
claiming that farmers receive no benefit from seeds precoated in neonics, the trouble began.
According to a report in Civil Eats:
After Lundgren spoke out about some of his findings,
USDA managers blocked publication of his research,
barred him from talking to the media, and disrupted
operations at the laboratory he oversaw, according to
the complaint filed with the federal Merit Systems
Protection Board Wednesday. The filing follows an
internal complaint Lundgren lodged with USDA in
September 2014.
Lundgren took his complaints to the Public Employees for
Environmental Responsibility (PEER). PEER filed a
whistleblower complaint on Lundgren’s behalf. The group
also filed a lawsuit against the USDA, targeting the agency’s
Scientific Integrity Policy
According to PEER:

Work of USDA Scientists Suppressed.
OCA
You might think that the USDA hires the best scientists, to
do the most reliable, unbiased research, in order to protect
the public.
But Dr. Lundgren’s story reads more like a story of the
USDA suppressing the research of its own scientists, in
order to protect corporate profits. The neonicotinoid
industry, dominated by Bayer and Syngenta, is worth about
$1.9 billion. Many of the genetically engineered seeds sold
by Monsanto are pre-coated with neonics.
In August 2015, the USDA suspended Lundgren for 30
days (later reduced to 14 days) after he complained that the
USDA was blocking his research on the harmful effects of
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neonicotinoids on monarch butterfly and honeybee
populations.

Regents Professor of Soil Science and Agroecology at
Washington State University, and doctoral candidate
Jonathan Wachter compared conventional and organic
farming using the metrics of productivity, environmental
impact, economic viability, and social well-being.

More than 10 USDA scientists “have faced consequences or
investigations when their work called into question the
health and safety of agricultural chemicals. These scientists
documented clear actions that violated their scientific
integrity, including USDA officials retracting studies,
watering down findings, removing scientists’ names from
authorship and delaying approvals for publication of
research papers.
One senior USDA scientist told Reuters, “Your words are
changed, your papers are censored or edited and you are not
allowed to submit them at all.”
Read more:
http://salsa3.salsalabs.com/o/50865/p/dia/action3/common/public/?
action_KEY=18306#sthash.x1B2ussw.dpuf

From our Members

We would like to hear from our members. Are there changes you would like to see in your newsletter? Please send us your
stories about organic farming on your farm so we can share them with all the GOA members.
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